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Foremost, let me express deep regret that my favorite font, and go-to, Clarendon, I failed 
to reinstall before heading to Iceland, so I dip into a lesser ‘Superclarendon’ for this, 
which feels like using a trackpad when you know how to use a mouse.



So, Crestone.

It seemed an accidental name on discovery that ‘Assembly’ was quite taken.



I love its Colorado centricness. I like the ‘own’ that rings in other open words—lone
for example. Elements of it are rooted in good foundations—I would suggest 
‘professional’ foundations—ones that are not necessarily at the whim of ‘tech-trends’. 



I think there is a polish to it, and too, there is a Pronoun quality. 

Crestone is an entity, it is not a mash of Dick and Duck or Whim and Jam. 

The simplicty of Stone. The authority of Crest.



Now, I’m all for design restrictions. 

You showed me this Material Design by Google. 

I elected to follow the rules laid out there, specifically in choice of font. 

They want you to use Roboto. I used Roboto.



Roboto

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z



The tough thing is, how to make Roboto include Mischief, include a presence outside of 
‘easy to read’, ‘screen-pleasant’, ‘Google’, and ‘somewhat plain’.

Easy answer is go thick or go thin. 

As is my wont, I leaned it thin. I think it scrapes off some of the masculinity of thicker 
font options and lends grace on a white page.



Crestone



The kerning was already pretty scrumptious (they do good work, Google)—I let it be for the
most part. 

I worked on colors before thinking about Icon. 



I wanted to stay close to your colors of origin, particularly the pools of color, the quantity
more than the hue. Definitely onto something with the primary, but when I develop an 
interface, too many colors become indefinite and confusing to the eye.



Each color on its own was pleasant, but somehow too cheery without the ‘lego’ concept
that you wanted at origin.







I liked the vivaciousness, but I felt I needed to edge more ‘professional’, more sound, 
more serious. Somewhere from which, with that edge of light humor, we could strike
but still satisfy.



this is just to
clear your palate









Back to the logo though.



When I plugged it into this color frame, it felt good, but not quite solid enough—or perhaps
I just felt I hadn’t made my mark.

Regardless, if something gut-like feels incomplete, I play with simple shapes.





A peak, right? 

But too simple. Too reductionist, maybe. Or maybe just to replicable.





The simplicity excites me. The doubling. It feels, well, there’s a construction company,
starts with an M in town. I think they have something kin to this. Especially on an orangey
background. No way.



I went back to thinking.



It’s sort of the first product, right? The first element? The first rollout?

The intention is to improve as a company towards a goal that is deeper than 
pushing pre-roll digital advertising. There is a long-term vision.

So what stage are we at, if we were say, in the Army.



It’s sort of the first product, right? The first element? The first rollout?

The intention is to improve as a company towards a goal that is deeper than publishing
pre-roll. There is a long-term vision.

So what stage are we at, if we were say, in the Army.





Private, that’s right.

Well. If that doesn’t already have some of our triangular peak-like qualities!

Warping and twisting the triangles slightly, breaking for openness, for an
irreplicability and for a sense of freedom we arrive at:

















Thank you,

-ew


